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Summary
Background Waning of natural infection protection and vaccine protection highlight the need to evaluate changes in
population immunity over time. Population immunity of previous SARS-CoV-2 infection or of COVID-19 vaccination
are defined, respectively, as the overall protection against reinfection or against breakthrough infection at a given
point in time in a given population.

Methods We estimated these population immunities in Qatar’s population between July 1, 2020 and November 30,
2022, to discern generic features of the epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2. Effectiveness of previous infection, mRNA
primary-series vaccination, and mRNA booster (third-dose) vaccination in preventing infection were estimated,
month by month, using matched, test-negative, case–control studies.

Findings Previous-infection effectiveness against reinfection was strong before emergence of Omicron, but declined
with time after a wave and rebounded after a new wave. Effectiveness dropped after Omicron emergence from 88.3%
(95% CI: 84.8–91.0%) in November 2021 to 51.0% (95% CI: 48.3–53.6%) in December 2021. Primary-series
effectiveness against infection was 84.0% (95% CI: 83.0–85.0%) in April 2021, soon after introduction of
vaccination, before waning gradually to 52.7% (95% CI: 46.5–58.2%) by November 2021. Effectiveness declined
linearly by ∼1 percentage point every 5 days. After Omicron emergence, effectiveness dropped from 52.7% (95%
CI: 46.5–58.2%) in November 2021 to negligible levels in December 2021. Booster effectiveness dropped after
Omicron emergence from 83.0% (95% CI: 65.6–91.6%) in November 2021 to 32.9% (95% CI: 26.7–38.5%) in
December 2021, and continued to decline thereafter. Effectiveness of previous infection and vaccination against
severe, critical, or fatal COVID-19 were generally >80% throughout the study duration.
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Interpretation High population immunity against infection may not be sustained beyond a year, but population
immunity against severe COVID-19 is durable with slow waning even after Omicron emergence.
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Research in context

Evidence before this study
SARS-CoV-2 infection induces protection against reinfection,
but this protection wanes with time since last infection.
Similarly, COVID-19 primary-series and booster vaccination
induce protection against SARS-CoV-2 infection, but this
protection also wanes with time since last dose. These
immunity patterns demonstrate the need for the concept of
population immunity to track evolution of overall immune
protection over time in a given population. Previous-infection
and vaccine population immunities in a specific country can
be defined as the overall protection against infection at a
given point in time in the full national population. A search of
PubMed, Google Scholar, and the International Vaccine Access
Center’s VIEW-hub databases up to April 21, 2023 using the
keywords “vaccination”, “infection”, “immunity”,
“protection”, “SARS-CoV-2”, and “COVID-19” did not identify
studies that investigated this epidemiological concept for a
national population throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

Added value of this study
This study analyzed the national federated databases for
SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 vaccination in Qatar, a
country that experienced SARS-CoV-2 waves dominated by
different pre-Omicron variants and Omicron subvariants.
Using a matched, test-negative study design, population
immunity against infection of each of previous infection,

primary-series vaccination, and booster vaccination were
characterized at the national level month by month for two
calendar years to discern generic features of the epidemiology
of SARS-CoV-2. The three forms of population immunity
showed rapid variation over time driven by waning of
protection. Vaccine-derived population immunity declined by
1 absolute percentage point every 5 days. Omicron
introduction immensely reduced the three forms of
population immunity within one month by about 50 absolute
percentage points. Meanwhile, previous-infection and vaccine
population immunities against severe COVID-19 were durable
with slow waning even after Omicron emergence.

Implications of all the available evidence
Both previous-infection and vaccine population immunities
vary rapidly at a national level creating fertile grounds for
repeated waves of infection to occur even within months of
each other. High levels of population immunity may not be
sustained for more than a year or so. Timely administration of
boosters for those vulnerable to severe COVID-19 may remain
essential for years to come. Emergence of a new variant that
is substantially different from circulating variants can
suddenly and immensely reduce population immunity leading
to large epidemic waves. However, the durability of
population immunity against severe COVID-19 will likely
curtail the severity of future waves.
Introduction
Although immune protection of the primary series of
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) vaccines is high
against severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) infection immediately after the second
dose,1,2 protection wanes with time and may not last for
more than 1 year after the second dose.3–5 The emergence
of the immune-evasive Omicron subvariants reduced
vaccine effectiveness immediately after the second dose
to only about 50% and accelerated the waning of
protection.6–8 Vaccine protection against Omicron sub-
variants may not last for more than 6 months after the
second dose.6–8 Booster vaccination restores vaccine
protection to the level observed immediately after the
second dose,8,9 but this protection also wanes with time
and in a similar pattern to that of the primary series.6–10

Though protection of natural infection against rein-
fection is high immediately after infection,11,12 the pro-
tection wanes with time and is not expected to last for
more than 3 years.13 Introduction of Omicron sub-
variants reduced pre-Omicron infection protection
against Omicron reinfection to only about 50%,14,15 and
accelerated the waning of this protection.13 Protection of
a pre-Omicron infection against Omicron reinfection
may not last for more than 1 year.13,16 While protection
of Omicron infection against Omicron reinfection is
www.thelancet.com Vol 62 August, 2023
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high,16–18 evidence suggests that this protection is
declining fairly rapidly due to combined effect of
waning of protection over time and progressive immune
evasiveness of Omicron subvariants.16

These immune protection patterns demonstrate the
need for the concept of population immunity to track
evolution of population-level immune protection over
time in a given population. It is important to distinguish
this concept from the concepts of vaccine effectiveness
since the last dose or protection against reinfection since
the time of the last infection. These specific aspects have
already been investigated in previous studies conducted
in various countries, including within the population of
Qatar, for different vaccines and age groups.5–9,13,19

However, merely knowing that vaccine effectiveness
diminishes does not provide an understanding of the
level of population immune protection at a given point
in time or the timing of an upcoming wave, as in-
dividuals receive vaccinations at varying times. These
distinct immune protection concepts complement each
other, offer unique scientific insights, and generate
various types of inferences.

Population immunity of primary-series vaccination
is defined as the overall protection against infection at a
given point in time among persons with only primary-
series vaccination relative to those unvaccinated.
Booster and previous-infection population immunities
are defined analogously. These three forms of popula-
tion immunity are expected to vary fairly rapidly even
within a time horizon of only 1 year due to the com-
bined effects of waning of vaccine and natural immunity
and viral immune evasion. Such rapid variation may
create fertile grounds for repeated waves of infection to
occur even within few months of each other.

We aimed to characterize variation of these three
forms of population immunity over time, month by
month, in Qatar, a country that experienced SARS-CoV-
2 waves dominated sequentially by the index virus,20

Alpha,21 Beta,22 Omicron BA.1 and BA.2,14 Omicron
BA.4 and BA.5,18 Omicron BA.2.75*,16 and currently
Omicron XBB*,23 in addition to a prolonged low-
incidence phase dominated by Delta24 (Fig. 1).
Methods
Study population and data sources
This study was conducted on the population of Qatar
including data between July 1, 2020 and November 30,
2022. It analyzed the national, federated databases for
COVID-19 laboratory testing, vaccination, hospitaliza-
tion, and death, retrieved from the integrated, nation-
wide, digital-health information platform (Section S1 of
the Supplementary Appendix). Databases include all
SARS-CoV-2-related data with no missing information
since the onset of the pandemic, including all poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) tests, and from January 5,
2022 onward, all medically supervised rapid antigen
www.thelancet.com Vol 62 August, 2023
tests. SARS-CoV-2 testing in Qatar was done at large
scale, and up to October 31, 2022, was mostly done for
routine reasons such as for screening or travel-related
purposes, with infections primarily diagnosed not
because of appearance of symptoms, but because of
routine testing.3,14 Qatar launched its COVID-19 vacci-
nation program in December 2020 using almost exclu-
sively the BNT162b2 and mRNA-1273 mRNAvaccines.25

By the conclusion of this study on November 30, 2021,
59.0% of individuals had received the BNT162b2 vac-
cine as part of their primary series vaccination, while
41.0% had received the mRNA-1273 vaccine. Detailed
descriptions of Qatar’s population and of the national
databases have been reported previously.3,9,10,14,20,26

Study design
Effectiveness of previous infection, two-dose (primary-
series) vaccination, and third-dose (booster) vaccination
in preventing infection, regardless of symptoms, were
estimated for Qatar’s population by calendar month.
The reference group for comparing effectiveness con-
sisted of individuals with no prior infection since the
onset of the pandemic for evaluating the effectiveness of
previous infection, and individuals with no COVID-19
vaccination since the onset of the pandemic for evalu-
ating the effectiveness of vaccination. The calendar time
over which these effectiveness measures were estimated
depended on availability of primary-series and booster
vaccination in the population.

Each of the effectiveness measures was estimated
using the test-negative, case–control, study design, a
standard design for assessing immune protection of
natural infection14,15,27 and vaccination.3,28–30 In this design,
effectiveness estimates are derived by comparing odds of
previous infection or vaccination among positive tests
(cases) compared to negative tests (controls).27–29

Effectiveness of previous infection in preventing
reinfection was defined as the proportional reduction in
susceptibility to infection among those with a previous
infection versus those without.12,14,27 Effectiveness of
primary-series (or booster) vaccination in preventing
infection was defined as the proportional reduction in
susceptibility to infection among those vaccinated
versus those unvaccinated.3,28–30

All cases (SARS-CoV-2-positive tests) identified in each
calendar month were exactly matched with controls
(SARS-CoV-2-negative tests) on a one-to-one basis. The
matching criteria included sex, 10-year age group, na-
tionality, number of coexisting conditions (none, 1, 2, or
≥3), method of testing (PCR or rapid antigen), reason for
SARS-CoV-2 testing, and the calendar month of testing
(by design). The term “coexisting conditions” refers to
chronic comorbidities, which were determined by exam-
ining the ICD-10 codes documented in the electronic
health record encounters of each individual (Section S1).

Moreover, for analyses examining the effectiveness
of previous infection, cases and controls were matched
3
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Fig. 1: Incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection in Qatar.
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based on the COVID-19 vaccine type and number of
vaccine doses at the time of SARS-CoV-2 testing.
Similarly, for vaccine effectiveness analyses, matching
was performed according to the status of the most
recent prior infection (no documented prior infection
since onset of the pandemic, documented pre-Omicron
prior infection, or documented Omicron prior infec-
tion). This matching process was implemented to miti-
gate the influence of the immune protection that is not
being assessed and to ensure comparability between the
groups.

The numeric ratio of cases to controls varied
throughout the study based on the incidence level, but
generally, there were several times more controls than
cases due to the extensive testing conducted. Approxi-
mately 5% of the population underwent testing every
week, primarily for routine reasons.3,14 By utilizing exact
one-to-one matching, the numeric ratio of matched
cases to controls was always at 1. Cases and controls that
did not match were not included in the analysis. In each
calendar month analysis, cases and controls were used
only once.

Matching was done to balance observed confounders
between exposure groups that are related to risk of
infection in Qatar.20,31–34 Matching by the considered
factors was informed by results of prior studies that
used matching to control for differences in infection
risk in Qatar, including test-negative, case–control
studies.2–4,25,35 For each calendar month, only the first
SARS-CoV-2-positive test for each case and the first
SARS-CoV-2-negative test for each control were
included. Persons qualified as controls if they had at
least one SARS-CoV-2-negative test and no record of a
SARS-CoV-2-positive test in the considered calendar
month.

All persons who received a vaccine other than
BNT162b2 or mRNA-1273, or who received a different
mix of vaccines, were excluded. Individuals who received
a fourth vaccine dose (second booster dose) prior to the
study SARS-CoV-2 test were excluded. Bivalent boosters
have only been recently introduced in Qatar and remain
at low coverage,23 thus they were not included in this
study. Tests occurring within 14 days of a second dose or
7 days of a third dose were excluded. SARS-CoV-2 tests
conducted because of travel-related requirements were
excluded.3,4 This specific exclusion was necessary due to
the different travel testing protocols for vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. Including these tests in the
analysis may introduce bias into the estimates of vaccine
effectiveness, as demonstrated in prior studies.3,4

Moreover, these inclusion and exclusion criteria
were implemented to allow for build-up of immunity
after vaccination,1,9 and to minimize other types of po-
tential bias, as informed by earlier analyses on the same
population.3,4 Every case (or control) that met the in-
clusion criteria and that could be matched to a control
(case) was included in the analysis. Previous infection
status and COVID-19 vaccination status were ascer-
tained at the time of the SARS-CoV-2 test.

SARS-CoV-2 reinfection is conventionally defined as a
documented infection ≥90 days after an earlier infection,
to avoid misclassification of prolonged SARS-CoV-2 pos-
itivity as reinfection, if a shorter time interval is used.36,37

Previous infection was thus defined as a SARS-CoV-2-
positive test ≥90 days before the study’s SARS-CoV-2
test.14,15,27 Cases or controls with SARS-CoV-2-positive
www.thelancet.com Vol 62 August, 2023
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tests <90 days before the study’s SARS-CoV-2 test were
excluded. Consequently, we were unable to commence the
analyses in April 2020, when a significant incidence of
infection was first observed. We had to wait for the 90-day
period to elapse, which led us to initiate the analyses in
July 2020, enabling a distinction of reinfections.

In relation to vaccination, the rollout of the first dose
commenced in late December 2020. However, by the
end of January 2021, only a limited number of in-
dividuals had completed the primary series of vaccina-
tion. To ensure an adequate sample size and
representative data, we initiated the vaccination analyses
in February 2021.

Similarly, for the third-dose analyses, we
commenced the investigations in November 2021, tak-
ing into account similar considerations of sample size
and representation.

In the analyses examining the effectiveness of pre-
vious infection, the study included a total of 899,441
cases and 10,709,791 controls throughout all months.
The matched samples in the study consisted of 530,213
cases and 530,213 controls over the entire duration.

In the analyses examining the effectiveness of two-
dose (primary-series) vaccination, the study included a
total of 796,255 cases and 9,126,914 controls throughout
all months. The matched samples in the study consisted
of 382,978 cases and 382,978 controls over the entire
duration.

In the analyses examining the effectiveness of third-
dose (booster) vaccination, the study included a total of
568,661 cases and 5,342,301 controls throughout all
months. The matched samples in the study consisted of
156,115 cases and 156,115 controls over the entire
duration.

Effectiveness was also estimated against severe,
critical, or fatal COVID-19 due to SARS-CoV-2 infection
using the same methodology, but for longer calendar-
month durations (instead of one-month duration)
owing to the small number of cases with severe forms of
COVID-19. Cases and controls were matched one-to-five
to increase precision of estimates. Classification of
COVID-19 case severity (acute-care hospitalizations),38

criticality (intensive-care-unit hospitalizations),38 and
fatality39 followed World Health Organization (WHO)
guidelines, and assessments were made by trained
medical personnel using individual chart reviews
(Section S3).

Each person who had a SARS-CoV-2-positive test and
COVID-19 hospital admission was subject to an infec-
tion severity assessment every three days until discharge
or death, regardless of the length of hospital stay or the
time between the SARS-CoV-2-positive test and the final
disease outcome. Individuals who progressed to se-
vere,38 critical,38 or fatal39 COVID-19 between the SARS-
CoV-2-positive test and the end of study were classified
based on their worst outcome, starting with death, fol-
lowed by critical disease, and then severe disease.
www.thelancet.com Vol 62 August, 2023
Oversight
The institutional review boards at Hamad Medical Cor-
poration and Weill Cornell Medicine–Qatar approved this
retrospective study with a waiver of informed consent.
The study was reported according to the Strengthening
the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology
(STROBE) guidelines (STROBE checklist).

Statistical analysis
While all records of SARS-CoV-2 testing were examined
for selection of cases and controls, only matched sam-
ples were analyzed. Cases and controls were described
using frequency distributions and measures of central
tendency and compared using standardized mean dif-
ferences (SMDs). An SMD of ≤0.1 indicated adequate
matching.40 The median and interquartile range (IQR)
of the duration between the immunological event (pre-
vious infection, primary-series vaccination, or booster
vaccination) and SARS-CoV-2 test were calculated for
cases and controls in each calendar-month analysis.

The odds ratio (and its associated 95% confidence
interval (CI)), comparing odds of the immunological
event among cases to that among controls, was esti-
mated using conditional logistic regression, that is
factoring the matching in the study design. This
analytical approach was implemented to reduce poten-
tial bias due to variation in epidemic phase,28,41 gradual
vaccination roll-out,28,41 and other confounders.20,42,43 CIs
did not factor multiplicity and interactions were not
examined.

Vaccine effectiveness and associated 95% CI were
estimated as 1-odds ratio (OR) of the immunological
event among cases versus controls if the OR was <1,27–29

and as (1/OR)-1 if the OR was ≥1.10,44 The latter was
done to ensure symmetric scale for both negative and
positive effectiveness, ranging from −100% to 100%.10,44

Statistical analyses were conducted in STATA/SE
version 17.0 (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX,
USA).

Role of the funding source
The funders of the study had no role in study design,
data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or
writing of the report. The corresponding authors had
full access to all the data in the study and had final re-
sponsibility for the decision to submit for publication.
Results
Effectiveness of previous infection against
reinfection
Characteristics of matched cases and controls of the
study population are shown in Table S1. Figure S1 il-
lustrates the selection process for the study population.
Effectiveness of previous infection against reinfection
was high from July 2020 to November 2021, a duration
coinciding with incidence of pre-Omicron variants
5
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(Fig. 1), at a level that exceeded 70% (Table S2 and
Fig. 2A). Effectiveness declined slowly over time after a
wave, but rebounded to a higher level after a new wave,
reflecting the recent increase in the number of in-
dividuals who were infected and protected against
reinfection. Note that since cases and controls with
SARS-CoV-2-positive tests <90 days before the study’s
SARS-CoV-2 test were excluded to avoid misclassifica-
tion of prolonged SARS-CoV-2 positivity as reinfec-
tion,36,37 estimates of the effectiveness of previous
infections represent infections that occurred ≥90 days
prior and not that of very recent infections.

Effectiveness dropped immediately and immensely
with the emergence of Omicron in December 2021
(Table S2 and Fig. 2A). While effectiveness was 88.3%
(95% CI: 84.8–91.0%) in November 2021, it dropped to
51.0% (95% CI: 48.3–53.6%) in December 2021; a drop
of ∼40 absolute percentage points within one month
associated with the change in the circulating variant.
Effectiveness continued at this level during the large
BA.1/BA.2 Omicron wave, up to March 2022.

Effectiveness rebounded again after end of the BA.1/
BA.2 wave and reached 80.8% (95% CI: 77.6–83.5%) in
May 2022 before gradually declining in subsequent
months (Table S2 and Fig. 2A). Effectiveness was low at
∼30% by end of the study in November 2022, a time
coinciding with incidence of BA.2.75* and XBB* sub-
variants (Fig. 1).

Effectiveness of primary-series vaccination against
infection
Characteristics of matched cases and controls of the
study population are shown in Table S1. Figure S2 il-
lustrates the selection process for the study population.
Effectiveness of primary-series vaccination against
infection was very high at >80% right after introduction
of vaccination (Table S3 and Fig. 2B). Effectiveness was
84.5% (95% CI: 77.8–89.2%) in February 2021 and
remained high up to June 2021, coinciding with the
rapid scale-up of vaccination in Qatar3 and incidence of
pre-Omicron variants (Fig. 1).

However, starting from July 2021, when the mass
vaccination campaigns slowed down along with a
decline in the recentness of the second dose for much of
the population, effectiveness started to decline rapidly
(Table S3 and Fig. 2B). Effectiveness was 80.7% (95%
CI: 77.2–83.7%) in June 2021 before dropping to 76.2%
(95% CI: 71.8–79.9%) in July 2021, 63.0% (95% CI:
57.8–67.5%) in August 2021, 61.9% (95% CI:
54.7–68.0%) in September 2021, 44.6% (95% CI:
32.8–54.4%) in October 2021, and 52.7% (95% CI:
46.5–58.2%) in November 2021, right before introduc-
tion of Omicron (Fig. 1).

Effectiveness declined linearly with calendar time by
∼1 absolute percentage point every 5 days (Fig. 3A).
Effectiveness declined linearly with median time since
the second dose also by ∼1 absolute percentage point
every 5 days (Fig. 3B). Extrapolating this linear trend
indicated that effectiveness would reach 0% in 13.4
months after the second dose.

Effectiveness dropped suddenly and massively with
introduction of Omicron in December 2021 (Table S3
and Fig. 2B). While effectiveness was 52.7% (95% CI:
46.5–58.2%) in November 2021, it became negligible
during the BA.1/BA.2 wave starting from December
2021, that is a drop of ∼50 absolute percentage points
within one month associated with the change in circu-
lating variant. Effectiveness remained negligible in
subsequent months and was notably negative during the
BA.4/BA.5 wave in June and July 2022.

Effectiveness of booster vaccination against
infection
Characteristics of matched cases and controls of the
study population are shown in Table S1. Figure S3 il-
lustrates the selection process for the study population.
Effectiveness of booster (third dose) vaccination against
infection was very high at 83.0% (95% CI: 65.6–91.6%)
in November 2021 (Table S4 and Fig. 2C), when booster
vaccination was being scaled up9 and Delta was circu-
lating (Fig. 1). But effectiveness dropped suddenly and
immensely with the emergence of Omicron in
December 2021. Effectiveness dropped from 83.0%
(95% CI: 65.6–91.6%) in November 2021 to 32.9% (95%
CI: 26.7–38.5%) in December 2021, that is a drop of ∼50
absolute percentage points within one month associated
with the change in the circulating variant. Effectiveness
continued to decline thereafter and became negative
between April and November 2022, particularly during
the BA.4/BA.5 wave.

Effectiveness against severe, critical, or fatal
COVID-19
Unlike effectiveness against infection, effectiveness
against severe, critical, or fatal COVID-19 of previous
infection (Table S5 and Fig. 4A), primary-series vacci-
nation (Table S5 and Fig. 4B), and booster vaccination
(Table S5 and Fig. 4C) were high throughout the study
duration at generally >80%.

There was an indication of some decline in effec-
tiveness of primary-series vaccination and booster
vaccination over time; however, the limited number of
severe COVID-19 cases hindered precise estimation of
the potential waning in effectiveness. There were 12,227
cases of severe, critical, or fatal COVID-19 among
430,192 documented infections prior to the emergence
of Omicron. After the emergence of Omicron, there
were 525 cases of severe, critical, or fatal COVID-19
among 539,781 documented infections. These
numbers underscore the relatively low severity of this
pandemic within the young population of Qatar and the
lower severity after Omicron emergence.45–47
www.thelancet.com Vol 62 August, 2023
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Fig. 3: Association between the effectiveness (per calendar month) of primary-series mRNA vaccination in preventing infection and (A)
calendar time (in days) and (B) median time from second vaccine dose (in days).
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Discussion
This study investigated three population immunity pat-
terns of relevance to the future of this pandemic. First,
both natural and vaccine population immunity wane
with time, with the waning being particularly rapid for
vaccine population immunity. Even before Omicron
introduction, vaccine protection was waning by ∼1 ab-
solute percentage point every 5 days. The protection
induced by vaccination against infection, symptomatic
or asymptomatic, appeared to fully wane within 14
months. The decline in effectiveness observed prior to
the emergence of Omicron appears primarily to result
from the impact of waning immunity rather than the
Fig. 2: Effectiveness of A) previous SARS-CoV-2 infection in preventin
preventing infection, and C) booster (third-dose) mRNA vaccination in
2022*. *Most SARS-CoV-2 infections diagnosed in December 2021 were O
effect of the variant, confirming earlier findings.3,4,24

These findings suggest that repeated waves of infec-
tion will become a generic feature of SARS-CoV-2
epidemiology. High levels of population immunity
may not be sustained for more than a year or so.

Second, sudden emergence of a new variant that is
substantially different from previously circulating vari-
ants can immensely and immediately affect population
immunity. Different variants emerged throughout the
duration of the study; however, none of these variants
displayed the abrupt and substantial level of immune
evasion observed in the case of the Omicron variant.
Protection of previous infection dropped by ∼40
g reinfection, B) primary-series (two-dose) mRNA vaccination in
preventing infection, in Qatar, between July 2020 and November
micron infections, whereas a minority were due to the Delta variant.
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absolute percentage points within only one month after
Omicron introduction. Similarly, each of primary-series
and booster protections dropped by ∼50 absolute per-
centage points. As a result, Qatar experienced its largest
SARS-CoV-2 epidemic wave to date (Fig. 1). This dem-
onstrates how the long-term epidemiology of this
infection can be strongly sensitive to major shifts in
virus evolution. Active surveillance of emerging variants
and development of an early warning system are critical
to mitigate the consequences of immune-evasive
variants.48

Third, although population immunity against infec-
tion waned rapidly, population immunity against severe
COVID-19 was durable over the study duration and
showed slow waning even with introduction of Omi-
cron. This slow waning appeared also to affect only
vaccine immunity. The extent to which strong protec-
tion against severe COVID-19 will persist as more time
elapses remains to be determined.

Infection with common-cold coronaviruses,49 and
perhaps influenza,50 induces only a year-long protection
against infection, but life-long immunity against severe
reinfection.51 While it is premature to make long-term
predictions, this finding suggests that SARS-CoV-2
epidemiology may exhibit a similar pattern to that of
common-cold coronaviruses. Long-term immune pro-
tection against severe COVID-19 could contribute to a
benign pattern of infection that is perhaps not dissimilar
to that of common-cold coronaviruses.

Some of the vaccine effectiveness measures post
Omicron introduction, particularly for booster vacci-
nation, were negative in value, perhaps suggesting
negative immune imprinting. This effect was pro-
nounced during the BA.4/BA.5 wave. This finding
supports similar recent findings in this same popu-
lation.10,52 Such imprinting effects have been observed
for other infections such as influenza.53,54 It remains
to be seen whether these effects will be of conse-
quence in the future epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2
infection.

This study has limitations. Since SARS-CoV-2 rein-
fection is defined as an infection ≥90 days after an
earlier infection, estimates of previous-infection pro-
tection lagged actual level of protection by 3 months.
This has underestimated previous-infection population
immunity during or right after large waves, when pop-
ulation immunity was building up rapidly. With the
relatively young population of Qatar, our findings may
not be generalizable to other countries where elderly
citizens constitute a larger proportion of the total
population.
Fig. 4: Effectiveness against severe, critical, or fatal COVID-19 of A) pr
vaccination, and C) booster (three-dose) mRNA vaccination, in Qat
infections diagnosed in December 2021 were Omicron infections, wherea
At this stage of the pandemic, the reference groups
of persons with no previous infection and unvaccinated
persons may not be representative due to depletion of
susceptibles and undocumented infections and vacci-
nations. Vaccinations outside of Qatar may not have
been registered in the national database after easing
vaccine requirements in 2021. Infection ascertainment
might have been influenced by changes in health-
seeking and testing behaviors related to immune sta-
tus over time. Bias can arise in real-world observational
data in unexpected ways, or from unknown sources,
including subtle differences in test-seeking behavior or
changes in the pattern of testing due to policy changes,
tests’ accessibility, or behavioral differences (Section
S1). The reason for testing varies with time even if
there are no policy changes. During a wave, a large
proportion of testing occurs because of clinical suspi-
cion of infection. At times of low incidence, a large
proportion of testing occurs because of routine reasons.

However, until October 31, 2022, which is towards
the end of the study period, the majority of tests con-
ducted in Qatar were for routine purposes rather than
due to the presence of symptoms.3,14 Approximately 5%
of the population underwent testing every week, and
around 75% of those diagnosed were identified through
routine testing rather than symptom-based testing.3,14

This suggests that the ascertainment of infections may
have remained consistent throughout the study.

To mitigate any potential bias resulting from shifts in
health-seeking and testing behaviors influenced by im-
mune status, we employed matching by vaccine type
and number of doses in our analyses to evaluate the
effectiveness of previous infection. Similarly, in the
vaccine effectiveness analyses, matching was employed
based on the status of the most recent prior infection.

Importantly, we have previously conducted mathe-
matical modeling and statistical sensitivity analyses to
assess the potential impact of misclassification bias
related to immune-status, and these analyses supported
the reliability of the test-negative design used in the
present study.3,27 The odds ratio, the statistical metric
utilized to estimate the effect size, often adjusts for the
effects of misclassification bias, as this bias generally
affects both the numerator and denominator of the odds
ratio in a similar manner.3,27 In fact, this characteristic is
recognized as one of the primary strengths of the test-
negative case–control design.3,27

Having said so, bias due to depletion of susceptibles
may still lead to underestimation of previous-infection
or vaccine protections,55 even in the test-negative study
design which is less prone to effect of this bias.3,27 This
evious SARS-CoV-2 infection, B) primary-series (two-dose) mRNA
ar, between July 2020 and November 2022*. *Most SARS-CoV-2
s a minority were due to the Delta variant.
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is especially the case if the majority of the population
had already been infected.27 This source of bias may
explain some of the negative vaccine effectiveness values
observed in this study post Omicron introduction and
the lower than expected previous-infection protection in
the last few months of the study. Estimates after the first
large Omicron wave may provide qualitative findings
rather than precise quantitative estimates.

The study did not investigate population immunity
of a second booster dose or of bivalent boosters due to
the low coverage of these vaccinations in Qatar. In the
first few weeks of the pandemic, PCR workflows were
still under development and there was a chance of false-
positive tests. While this may have affected only a very
small number of PCR tests, reinfections were so rare at
this time that few such false-positive cases could have
resulted in underestimation of previous-infection pro-
tection in the first few months of the pandemic.

While matching was done for several factors, it was
not possible for other factors such as geography or
occupation, as such data were unavailable. However,
Qatar is essentially a city state and infection incidence
was broadly distributed across neighborhoods. Nation-
ality, age, and sex provide a powerful proxy for socio-
economic status in this country,20,31–34 and thus match-
ing by these factors may have partially controlled for
other factors such as occupation. The matching pre-
scription had already been investigated in previous
studies of different epidemiologic designs, and using
control groups to test for null effects.2–4,25,35 These studies
have supported that this prescription provides adequate
control of the differences in infection exposure.2–4,25,35 The
study was implemented on Qatar’s total population,
perhaps minimizing the likelihood of bias.

In conclusion, both previous-infection and vaccine
population immunities wane with time and the waning
is rapid for vaccine protection. High levels of population
immunity may not be sustained for more than a year.
The waning of population immunity facilitates fertile
grounds for repeated waves of infection to occur even
within few months of each other. Timely administration
of boosters for those vulnerable to COVID-19 may
remain essential for years to come. Emergence of a new
variant that is substantially different from previously
circulating variants can suddenly and immensely reduce
population immunity leading to large epidemic waves.
Repeated waves of infection may also facilitate further
evolution of the virus and continual immune evasion.
However, with the durability of population immunity
against severe COVID-19, the repeated epidemic waves
may increasingly exhibit an overall benign pattern of
infection.
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